Abstract: A brief presentation of the physics and physical realisations of classical and quantum 2 dimensional electron solids is followed by a tourist guide to some of the experiments.
Introduction
A 2D electron solid (ES) can be thought of as a charge density wave (CDW) with -100% modulation amplitude. Like a CDW, it has internal dynamics, usually described in terms of phonons rather than phasons. Like a CDW, it is unstable to a random field and becomes pinned to the host disorder with attendant threshold for conduction. Unlike the customary CDW, the ES is stabilised by Coulomb interaction alone and the host only intervenes through the dielectric constant E and the effective mass m*.
Physical realisations I 1 Fig. 1 illustrates the two systems which have been most studied: electrons on liquid helium, well described by classical statistics, and electrons at an epitaxial semiconductor heterojunction requiring quantum statistics. In both cases electrons accumulate at the interface under the combined action of a perpendicular electric field and a difference in dissolution energy between the two milieux. An essential advantage of the 2D configuration is that the charge compensation can be set back into the third dimension to reduce its contribution to the disorder field (capacitor plate or remote ionised donor plane). Thermal and zero-point fluctuation energies W, = kBT and Wq = h2 / m*a2 (n.a2 = n,the areal number density of electrons), favour the delocalisation of a liquid-like configuration whereas the correlation energy -V, = e2 / &.a resulting from the Coulomb interaction is minimised by a periodic localised charge distribution. In the quantum limit, the effect of a magnetic field on the electron Article published online by EDP Sciences and available at http://dx.doi.org/10.1051/jp4:1993201 dynamics is to supress the thermal and zero-point delocalising actions. At zero temperature and magnetic field, the ratio I/, / W, = e2m*.a / &.h2 = a 1 a~ = r, determines the state of the system. As r, 2 rS(W2d) = 37 [ l ] , the ground state becomes crystalline rather than fluid: this is the true Wigner transition [2] .
What have been seen are the thermally induced low density electron crystal to liquid transition and the magnetically induced quantum liquid to solid transition at high perpendicular magnetic field. In the clasical limit, the density is too low for Wq to play a r5le and the play-off is between T and I/,, expressed by the ratio T = V, / kBT which determines the state of the system: crystalline for r > r, = 127(T, = 0.9K for n, = l~~c m -~f o r electrons on helium). take on long range character as electron n e section n, = const >> nw = 1 / z. r , 2 (~2 is orbits become centred on lattice points appropriate to a typical experiment for the GaAs system: and the system acquires the when expressed in reduced variables (v,t) it should be of a solid. independent of n, ( Mechanical properties: phonons, transport and pinning
In the unidimensional CDW, phase rigidity is described by a sole longitudinal elastic constant. In a two dimensional CDW or ES, on the other hand, one requires a longitudinal and a transverse elastic constant to write the free energy in terms of the lattice strain. The dynamics is described by two phonon excitation branches. The longitudinal branch is given by wf = 2 ne2nsq 1 ma& for unscreened plasmons of wavevector q [3], reflecting the size dependent nature of Coulomb compressibility (capacitance has units of length): it is essentially the same for a liquid as for a crystal. The transverse branch, on the other hand, is radically different in the two configurations. A shear deformation encounters only a velocity dependent force in the liquid, resulting in a damped excitation branch around zero frequency, whereas in the solid it is elastically opposed by the variation in correlation energy to give rise to a finite frequency transverse phonon branch
where p= 1, reflecting the short range, intrinsic, nature of the shear stress. In a magnetic field, these two branches are coupled by the Lorentz force which, although it depresses the lower excitation branch, leaves it with a finite frequency and no gap Transport is governed by the resistance opposing a global displacement of the system with respect to the milieu in which it is embedded. In the absence of disorder, only inertia opposes this displacement, whatever the internal structure. The situation is different in the presence of host disorder.
An independent electron scatters off the roughness of the random field of the disorder: if it is not strongly localised, its velocity in an in-plane field is described by a mobility. In an interacting system, an internal deformation accompanies the motion: in a liquid, where shear stress is velocity dependent, a global displacement of the fluid is again described by a mobility which now includes the internal shear forces required to flow around "obstacles" of the random field. The situation is again radically different for a solid: the instability of long range translational order to a random field [4] manifests itself, as in CDW systems, by the crystal breaking into domains whose size is determined by the compromise between elastic deformation energy (compression in ID, shear in 2D because of the relative smallness of the shear modulus for Coulomb interactions). Because the relaxed solid requires a minimum force to slide with respect to the random field, the liquid to solid transition results in a conductor to insulator transition. The minimum field ET for sliding conduction gives an estimate of the restoring force constant K = e. ET l a per electron. This suggests a relationship between E, and the pinning frequency whose experimental validity provides a check on the model: mpk = = F. 
Experimental evidence
The classical, low density, electron solid was observed first for electrons on liquid helium [5] . The electron correlation in the crystalline phase allows the helium surface to take on the imprint of the electron distribution and thereby participate in the electron motion [6] . In this situation, the electron crystal can be used as a spatially periodic transducer for ripplons and resonance frequencies can be Other experiments demonstrate the appearance of propagating transverse phonons whose dispersion relation has a gap determined by the coupling to the surface and an asymptotic slope (propagation velocity) from which the shear modulus is determined 171.
The relationship of the latter to the melting temperature suggested strongly that melting proceeds via dislocation pair unbinding, an idea further reinforced by the experiments on the specific and latent heats [S]. All these experiments wuld be analysed in terms of a uniform twodimensional milieu. It is however possible to impose a roughness by thinning the liquid helium pad separating the electrons from the bottom of the containing structure: the effects of such a random field on the conductivity are the subject of the article by Dahm in this same issue [9] .
The electron crystal on liquid helium is thus seen to be a particularly versatile experimental realisation of a two-dimensional CDW where the interaction with the deformable but nonetheless uniform substrate mimics a commensurate pinning potential and phason dynamics on which it is possible to impose a random field whose strength can be varied in situ. Evidence of a two-dimensional electron solid in the quantum limit first appeared for electrons at a high quality GaAsIGaAlAs epitaxial heterojunction: ' low lying finite frequency magneto-phonon excitations are observed to appear at low temperature and high perpendicular magnetic field [lo] (Fig.3b) . The loci of appearance for different density samples (2 < r, < 4) are coherent with a universal phase diagram in ( v,t) reduced variables. The frequencies observed are of the right order of magnitude for shear excitations on the micron length scales of the experiment, but they indicate a small gap in the dispersion relation and do not show the scaling with density expected of an ideal uniform system. This vhenomenon is accomvanied bv a change in the-temperature dependence of the longitudinal resistance (VI I) at constant current I1 11. Further experiment showed concommitant current voltage non-linearity [12, 13] (Fig.4a) . The voltage threshold for conduction is found to be quantitatively related to the magneto-phonon frequencies, giving strong support to the interpretation of the gap in terms of pinning [I31 (Fig.4b) . Experiments using surface acoustic waves have also shown new excitations to appear in the solid phase with similar pinning frequencies as found by direct electromagnetic absorption 1141. delocalised liquid phase [17] . Fig. 5 gives show a cleat cusp at v = 7-mere are small a schematic representation of the phase discrepancies in the temperature scale between different diagram in (v,t) variables: all the groups, but these are probably within experimental different techniques give the same diagram uncert;unties.
to within experimental uncertainties, with the exception of the reentrant portion at v= 1 / 7 found in the time resolved photoluminescence but not seen in transport or magneto-phonons.
The picture emerging here is that of a crystal broken into decorrelated domains of several hundreds of electrons by the action of the random field produced by imperfections of the milieu. It is an example of a two-dimensional incommensurably pinned CDW. It can be hoped that the present intense activity will lead to a better understanding of the conduction mechanism, the melting mechanism and the approach to the zero-field Wigner transition (by investigating systems of higher like electrons in Si MOSFET structures [18] or holes at the GaAsIGaAlAs heterojunctions [19] .
